JOIN THE NATIONAL SDG-CHALLENGE

Are you a student? Are you curious, proactive, motivated and open-minded? And do you want to be part of the eco-system of change makers? **Join the SDG-Challenge and help leading organisations tackle sustainability issues!** Registration is now open!

**SIGN UP!**

[GO TO THE TIMELINE](www.university.sdg-challenge.com)

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN...

Working on implementable solutions for sustainability challenges for leading organisations and helping them to contribute towards the SDGs.

Entrepreneurship and making a real impact.

Challenging yourself among some of the top students from universities and HBOs.
Multidisciplinary teams of student consultants work for two months on a practical solution that positively contributes to the SDGs. Are you next?

**Challenge**
How can Canon create a circular ink model, eliminating single use plastics and improving sustainability?

**Solution**
After having seen the manufacturing and transportation process, the student team invented a model for ink transportation making use of refillable tanks and distribution hubs. No more plastic waste!

**Want to be part of our september - december trajectory? Don't hesitate and sign up now.**

**Application deadline: 15 september**

**Time investment**

- **Kick-off**
  - 1 hour

- **Inhouse Sprint**
  - 8 hour

- **Working out solution**
  - +/- 4 hour a week

- **Movement Day**
  - 4 hour

- **Grand Finale**
  - 4 hour

**Find us here!**

- [www.sdg-challenge.com](http://www.sdg-challenge.com)
- @SDG-Challenge
- @sdg_challenge
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